“

Income is the outcome
that matters most for
retirement security.

”

– Dr. Jeffrey Brown, Economist and former White
House advisor
Our Client Commitment
With Retirement Thru Design, your personalized Forte Formula plan will address:
• Predictable, lifetime retirement income through fixed insurance options
Commonsense guidance that avoids market hype
• Risk protection coupled with potential opportunities to grow your wealth while
optimizing social security and addressing potential long-term care needs
• Estate Planning and advanced tax strategies designed to increase your
plan’s efficiency

Contact us today to compose the retirement
you’ve only imagined.
21550 Oxnard Street, Suite 300 • Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Phone: (800) 701-1870

www.retirementthrudesign.com
Investment advisory services offered through Horter Investment Management, LLC, an SEC-Registered
Investment Advisor. Horter Investment Management does not provide legal or tax advice. Investment
Advisor Representatives of Horter Investment Management may only conduct business with residents of
the states and jurisdictions in which they are properly registered or exempt from registration requirements.
Insurance and annuity products are sold separately through Blair Aaronson. Securities transactions for
Horter Investment Management clients are placed through E*TRADE Advisor Services, TD Ameritrade and
Nationwide Advisory Solution | Ca. Lic. #OAO8553

Presents the

Your personalized income plan
brings together three integral
pieces of your financial life:
• Income
• Liquid assets
• Investments

Each piece plays a specific role in
your financial life, and together they
create your unique composition.

About Our Founder,
Blair Aaronson
Blair Aaronson is an award winning composer who began playing piano at age five. Music
remains an integral part of his life and informs his commitment to combining analytical and
creative approaches in his financial work.
Since 1985, Blair’s mission has been to help investors reach their retirement goals with
forward-looking, research-driven guidance. He believes the financial services industry’s
focus on risky investments continually fails to protect retirees’ life savings. So, he strives
to create straightforward strategies that help clients build reliable income that will address
retirees’ #1 fear: outliving their money!
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Tools for Amplifying
Your Retirement

We help bring your strategies to life
once you approve your plan — and
will stay by your side for the years
ahead. With our ongoing guidance
and quarterly monitoring, we believe
you can feel confident knowing you
have a roadmap to your financial future.
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– Henry David Thoreau

Once implemented, your plan will
also help mitigate the many risks that
can jeopardize financial security, such
as longevity risk, market and interest
rate risk, and more.

Before we can build your plan, we
will first work with you to define
exactly what retirement income
you need. This step will reveal the
gap that may exist between your

Step 4: Put the Plan in Motion
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The most distinct
and beautiful
statement of any
truth (as of music)
must take at last the
mathematical form.

Contrary to traditional models
that require 100% of your assets to
generate income, the Forte Formula
uses only a fraction of your assets to
accomplish that part of the plan. We
strategically manage the remaining
funds in a tactical model designed
to grow your assets while you enjoy
income for life.

Step 2: Identify Your Income Gap

After identifying your monthly
retirement-income needs, we will
custom-build the plan for creating
your personal paycheck for life.
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At Retirement Thru Design, our
goal is to help every client have
a protected income stream that
reflects their lifestyle-and that they
can never outlive.

In musical composition, the term forte
means to play loudly. At Retirement
Thru Design, we named our
proprietary 4-step process after this
dynamic instruction, because our goal
is to amplify every client’s financial life.

Recovering from losing money in
retirement can be challenging — so
we strive to keep our clients from
taking unnecessary risk in pursuit
of gains. We use cutting-edge
technology to analyze your current
portfolio’s risk and determine how
your comfort level aligns with your
goals and true risk tolerance.

Step 3: Compose Your
Income Plan

Ste p 3:
Com
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Winning Economist

With the Forte Formula, we strive to
ensure each dollar has its purpose and
place — just as every note fills a specific
role in a well-crafted musical piece.

Step 1: Analyze Risk

cash-flow needs and your expected
income sources, such as Social
Security, pensions, etc.
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– Robert C. Merton, Nobel-Prize
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To enjoy retirement on your terms, you
need to first build a predictable income
that will support the lifestyle you
desire. The Retirement Red Zone —
the 5 to 10 years prior to and into your
retirement — is not the time to subject
your financial security to the market’s
whims. While growth does matter in
this life stage, you must shift the focus
to wealth preservation before you begin
using the assets you’ve worked so hard
to accumulate. In this phase, income
predictability and sustainability are key.

For centuries, great thinkers from
both creative and scientific fields
have acknowledged the interplay and
connections between mathematics and
music. In both endeavors, a successful
outcome requires precision, timing,
and execution.

The Forte Formula’s
Proprietary 4-Step Process
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wrong: We need
to think about
monthly income,
not net worth.

But the fact is: assets aren’t the same
as income.

The Forte Formula
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hen you think about
retirement planning, what
financial goals come to mind?
According to common industry
guidance, you should focus on
accumulating the most assets you can
by the time you stop working.
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